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COMFORTABLE IMPACT PROTECTION
A fabric that remains soft and flexible under normal conditions, but can absorb and disperse the shock of impact, protecting against damage and injury.

For more information, please visit www.dowcorning.com/deflexion
Bronze IDEA winner: Beats by Dr. Dre’s Heartbeats by Lady Gaga. See page 80.
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Commercial & Industrial Products

30 Electrosurgery Unit Tester (ESU Tester) for Developing Countries

32 ESR 5000 Series Reach Truck

34 Geocell RDFW™

36 Silver IDEAs

Adaptive Fritting • AURORA C2010R • Easy-Riser/Valve-Saver Utility Riser and Cover for Manholes and Valve Boxes • Kitchen Nano Garden • Rescue Wizard

42 Bronze IDEAs

Belkin Conserve Surge with Timer • Digital Control Inc., Digitrak F2 Drill-Head Locator • M2 Monitor Arm • T-Tech LED Dimmable Light Bulb/Nature • USAF Extrication Tool

Communication Tools

44 Jawbone ICON Headset

46 Silver IDEAs

AT&T 3G MicroCell™ • Palm Pre Plus and Palm Touchstone Charging Dock

48 Bronze IDEA

GD880 (MINI)

Cover: Slingbox 700U, Best of Show and Gold winner. Photo: Mark Serr.
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Computer Equipment

49 External HDD G Series
50 LaCie iamaKey, CooKey and WhisKey USB Flash Drives
51 Silver IDEAs
   Aerohive HiveAP 300 Series  ●  Dell Adamo XPS  ●  Gateway One
54 Bronze IDEAs
   Dell Vostro All-in-One  ●  Imagemate All-in-one and Multi-Card Reader Family  ●  ltl webbook  ●  Pano Logic Zero Client Computer  ●  Que Proreader  ●  Western Digital My Book and My Passport External Hard Drives: Essential, Elite and Studio Models

Design Strategy

57 The Launching of the Guaraná Jesus New Can (Lancamento da Lata Guaraná Jesus)
58 Lifetuner.org
60 Li-Ning Design Strategy
62 Silver IDEAs
   Panasonic Integrated Smart Monitor
63 Bronzes IDEAs
   EILEEN FISHER: Reframing a Brand for an Emerging Audience  ●  Investigative Learning Curriculum for Ormondale Elementary School

Ecodesign

64 PACT Underwear
66 Silver IDEAs
   A Traffic Light  ●  Firebug  ●  Herman Miller Ardea Light
69 Bronze IDEAs
   Herman Miller Twist LED Task Light  ●  Tazzytotes™ - Produce Bags  ●  Zen Wagon

Entertainment

70 Beats by Dr. Dre Solo
72 Slingbox 700U
   Story by Tim Adkins
76 Silver IDEAs
   Bose L1™ Compact System  ●  JamHub® Silent Rehearsal Studio  ●  LED TV 9000  ●  Tony Hawk: RIDE
80 Bronze IDEAs
   Barnes & Noble – Nook  ●  Beats by Dr. Dre’s Heartbeats By Lady Gaga  ●  Bose® Soundlink™ Wireless Music System  ●  DJ Hero  ●  Mustang UX: Mobile Experience for Us  ●  Sling Touch Control 100  ●  Zune HD

Environments

83 Media Bus Shelter
84 The Soccer Museum (Museu do Futebol)
86 Urban Graphic Design for Bixiga Neighborhood (Trabalho Gráfica Urbana para o Bairro do Bixiga)
87 Silver IDEAs
   China Design Now Exhibition  ●  Emergent Surface  ●  heil solar light™ Champ
90 Bronze IDEAs
   Exhibition of the Book “Pez de Plata rBarcelona: Reflect, Recycle, Respond”  ●  Mellon Town Residential Lobby — Bamboo

Home Living

92 Easy Latrine
   Story by Jennifer Yankopolus
96 Fuego Element
98 Herman Miller Ardea Light
100 Hwaro
101 LED Light Bulb
102 Virus Doctor
103 Woven Bin (Cesto Trama)
104 Silver IDEAs
   Base Brands Reduce™ Smash Can™  ●  Easylock Handle (Maçaneta Easy Lock)  ●  Flow 2  ●  govino™ wine glass  ●  LED Mini Star  ●  llinna armchair  ●  Mini Automatic Floor Cleaner  ●  OXO Good Grips 360° LiquiSeal Travel Mug  ●  Speed Dial™ Set-Your-Own Combination Lock 1500ID  ●  Still One  ●  Tami Bar Primo  ●  Vignette® Modern Roman Shades in Tiered™ Design Option with LiteRise®  ●  Whirlpool Glamour Oven  ●  Zoku™ Quick Pop™ Maker

Interactive Product Experiences

124 CompleteSpeech Palatometer
126 Virtual Wallet for PNC Financial Services Group
128 Zune HD
Leisure & Recreation Products

138 Meyerhoffer™ Surfboard

140 Silver IDEAs
Fitbit Tracker ■ Jimmyjane FORM2

142 Bronze IDEAs
AXIS1Eagle ■ Digital Camera ■ Matrix G7 Premium Strength System ■ Nike Lunarglide+ ■ NPX Lucifer Drysuit ■ Perfect Pushup V2 ■ Relax Backpack

Medical & Scientific Products

146 Fitbit Tracker

148 SILS™ Port

151 Ventus PROVENT® Professional Sleep Apnea Therapy

152 Silver IDEAs
Cimzia Prefilled Syringe ■ Eli Lilly HumatroPen 6mg, 12mg, 24mg ■ G-Cube ■ MRI Chair ■ S Series™ BTE featuring Sweep™ Technology ■ ZOn™ Series Hearing Aid

158 Bronze IDEAs
NPANT System for Bedridden Patients ■ Siemens Acuson S2000™ ABVS ■ Trilogy/100 Ventilator ■ Valo Dental Curing Light

Office & Productivity

160 LIM (Light in Motion)

162 Very seating family

164 Silver IDEA
NeatDesk

165 Bronze IDEAs
Herman Miller Twist LED Task Light ■ OXO Good Grips Office Products for Staples

Packaging & Graphics

166 litl webbook packaging

168 Method Laundry Detergent with Smartclean Technology™ Story by Tim Adkins

Transportation

204 Silver IDEAs
ATNMBL ■ Mission Motors ‘Mission ONE’ Electric Sportbike ■ Traffic 2.0 Metro

208 Bronze IDEAs
CMYK Elektric Bike ■ FREERIDER ■ Mini Countryman ■ Motorcycle Padlocks (Cadeados de Motocicleta) ■ Panasonic Integrated Smart Monitor ■ Skylift

INNOVATION FALL 2010
FROM FIRST DATE TO THE ALTAR—
THE JOURNEY OF DESIGN EXCELLENCE

DEA is now in its 30th year, and each year IDSA goes through a taxing process to select a jury which ultimately chooses the winners of the IDEA competition. It is a process that spotlights the great designs of the day, and it is no surprise that it usually inspires vigorous discussion about the winners, the entry process, the judging process and sometimes even the relevance of design awards themselves!

Each year the competition also evolves and improves to better capture a collection of design that is not so much a scorecard of relative perfection, but a snapshot of important design today. If it was practical to objectify every aspect of great design we would probably take it on but it seems that we have to accept a measure of the subjective and the emotional in our evaluation just as consumers ultimately will in the marketplace.

The majority of the discussion, critique and evolution originates from the jury itself, who wrestle each year with the challenges of recognizing the best designs from what can never be truly complete information, or entries that are colored by the quality of writing, photography, documentary video, research and business reporting. From this the jury must filter and distill notable and important design. We should think of the IDEA competition as a process in continuous improvement. In the ’90s we added ecological criteria, and in the last few years we have moved from pictures and videos to the submission of the actual products for finalists, and added the requirement that the jury chair be selected from the previous jury to ensure stability and consistency while also embracing fresh, relevant insights and interactive debate that characterizes the final jurying process.

This year, you will read that the integration of big-picture responsible design criteria will again be adjusted to keep pace with the expectations of great design. As rigorous as the process is, for the juror it can feel like speed dating great designs. You always want more information, and you can be frustrated with an entrant underselling something you may see as exemplary.

Yet from that chaos, here we have an amazing collection of important and exciting design that represents the best work of our profession in 2010. The work that excited, impressed, surprised and inspired a diverse jury that represents us.

In the next 10 years, some of these products and experiences will change the way we live, play and work whether sitting in a modern home theater or a Cambodian latrine. In those same 10 years, some developments will fade away and we will wonder what we were thinking! It is just the way design, business and the markets ultimately judge the work. Not perfect, but it’s just as important to evaluate the moment as it is to look back over time.

Since this is 2010, and the Design of the Decade competition is underway, we will soon have a chance to do just that. Chuck Jones, FIDSA and a distinguished jury will sift through the last decade’s successes with a filter of exemplary business success. And we may see what made it from a first date with a design jury to a successful long-term marriage with the market.

—Alistair Hamilton, IDSA
Innovation Executive Editor
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